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In Part I of this paper we construct a bounded-truth-table-complete set

which is not creative, and in Part II we construct an infinite and coinfinite

recursively enumerable (r.e.) splinter which is not a cylinder. Although

these results appear unrelated, the proofs given here are similar and so

have been included in a single paper. The two parts may be read independ-

ently of one another. Each of these results yields as corollary the existence

of pseudo-creative sets which are not cylinders. In fact, in Part II we con-

struct a pseudo-creative set S for which there is no total recursive function

/ such that xES implies fix) E S — j x ) and x£S' implies fix) ES' — {x}.

Preliminaries. We will use N to denote the set of all non-negative integers.

Unless specifically mentioned otherwise, all sets are considered subsets of

N. If A is a set, A' = N — A. Since we consider only sets of integers, we

will not use Cartesian products of sets but will instead work with images

of Cartesian products under some effective mapping. More specifically, if

A and B are subsets of N, let A <8> B = {(a, b) | a E A and b E B}. Let t

be any effective one-to-one mapping of N&N onto N. Then we define

A XB to be t(Ai8> B), and we abbreviate r((a, 6)) to (a, b). (This is the

notation introduced by Rogers in [5].) Given integers a and b we can always

effectively find the integer (a,b), and given the integer (a,b) we can always

effectively find a and b.

4>e is the partial recursive function with index e. If <f>e is defined for every

member of N, we say that <¿>e is total.

In [3], Myhill has called a set a cylinder if it is recursively isomorphic

to B X N for some r.e. set B, however we will follow Rogers in calling a

set a cylinder if it is recursively isomorphic to B X N for any set B. Let

Dx be the nonempty finite set with canonical index x. In [5], Rogers shows

that a set A is a cylinder if and only if there is a total recursive function

/ such that DXEA implies fix) EA — Dx and DXQA' implies fix)

EA'-DX.

Part I was presented to the Society, August 29, 1963, under the title A bounded-truth-table-

complete, pseudo-creative, noncylinder, and Part II, January 23, 1964, under the title A recur-

sively enumerable splinter which is not a cylinder; received by the editors December 13, 1963.

( ) The research reported in Part I of this paper forms a portion of the author's doctoral

dissertation, written at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology under the direction of

Professor Hartley Rogers, Jr., and was supported by a National Science Foundation Fellowship.
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Definition. A set A is a semi-cylinder if there is a total recursive func-

tion A such that xEA implies A(x)GA — {x} and xEA' implies A(x)

EA' — {x}. If the function A can be taken one-to-one, we say that A is

a 1-1 semi-cylinder.

It is readily shown that if A is a recursive set, A is a semi-cylinder if

and only if neither A nor A' is a unit set.

Lemma. Every cylinder is a 1-1 semi-cylinder. Every 1-1 semi-cylinder is

a cylinder.

Proof. The second statement is obvious. To prove the first, let A be a

cylinder. We may assume A = Bx N for some set B. Define A((a, n))

= (a,n+ 1) for all a and n. A is then the required function.

We can also show that 1-1 semi-cylinders and cylinders differ on the r.e.

sets: If S is an infinite r.e. set, S X S is recursively isomorphic to S X S

U| {n,n)\nEN\. iSxS)Vj\(n,n)\nEN) is easily shown to be a 1-1

semi-cylinder, and in [7] we have shown the existence of a simple set, S0,

for which S0 X S0 is not a cylinder.

Lemma (Myhill). Every creative set is a cylinder.

Proof. Suppose X is creative. Since every r.e. set is 1-1 reducible to

every creative set, X X N is 1-1 reducible to X. For any set A, A is 1-1

reducible to A X N; thus X is 1-1 reducible to X X N, and so X is re-

cursively isomorphic to X X N.

I. A bounded-truth-table-complete set which is not creative

Introduction. Let R be any of the reducibility relations introduced by

Post in [4]. Post called a r.e. set fí-complete if every r.e. set is Zï-reducible

to it, and he proved that the class of Turing-complete sets, the class of

truth-table-complete sets, and the class of bounded-truth-table-complete

sets are all distinct. In [2], Myhill shows that the class of many-one-

complete sets and .the class of one-one-complete sets are each identical

with the class of all creative sets.

Recently Fischer has shown that bounded-truth-table reducibility differs

from many-one reducibility on the r.e. sets [l], but the question of whether

every bounded-truth-table-complete set is creative (i.e., of whether the

class of bounded-truth-table-complete sets is identical with the class of

many-one-complete sets) has remained open.

In Part I we construct a bounded-truth-table-complete set which is not

creative and obtain as corollaries a new proof of Fischer's result and the

existence of a pseudo-creative set which is not a cylinder.

Lemma. If A is a cylinder, then there exists a recursive permutation t such

that

(i) for all x, r(x) ^ x,

(ii) for all x, i2(x) = x, and
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(iii) for all x, xEA if and only if f(x) E A.

Proof. We may assume A = BxN for some set B. Define f((y, 2n))

= (y, 2n + 1) and t( (y, 2n + 1» = (y, 2n).

Theorem. Any creative set, K, is the disjoint union of two recursively

isomorphic, r.e., sets, L0 and Lx, which are not 1-1 semi-cylinders.

Discussion. Since all creative sets are recursively isomorphic, we may

assume that K = \x\</>x(x) is defined}. Since all creative sets are cylinders,

there exists a 1-1 recursive permutation t such that

(i) for all x, i(x) ¿¿ x,

(ii) for all x, f2(x) = x, and

(iii) for all x, x E K if and only if £(x) E K.

Let h be a 1-1 recursive function whose range is K. Define gi2n) = h(y),

where y is the least z such that

h(z)^{g(0),g(l),...,g(2n-l)},

and gi2n+l) = í(g(2/i)).

Since h{z) E {g(0),g(l), ■ ■ -,gi2n - 1)} if and only if

tihiz))E{giO),gil),---gi2n-l)},

g is a 1-1 recursive function whose range is K.

In proving the theorem, we will proceed in stages, constructing the sets

L0 and Lx in such a way that the permutation t will be the required iso-

morphism between L0 and Lx. A priority argument will be used to assure

that L0 has no function of the kind described in the definition of 1-1 semi-

cylinders. The idea is to spoil each total recursive function / by finding some

index r such that <br = f and either

(i) <brir) = r,

(ii) <j>r is not a 1-1 function,

(iii) r E Lx and <prir) E L0, or

(iv) r E L0 and <f>rir) È L0.

It is easily seen that any one of these conditions is sufficient to assure that

/ will not be the function required by the definition if L0 is to be a 1-1

semi-cylinder.

In constructing the sets L0 and Lx, we imagine the non-negative integers

to occur in a list, and as the construction proceeds we associate certain

markers with some of the integers in the list. We will use two infinite col-

lections of markers:  j A,} and {A¡ |, 0 z% i < ».

At any stage in the construction, for any ¿, at most one of the markers

A, and A,' will be associated with some number. At any stage, any marker

is beside at most one number and no number has more than one marker

beside it. At Stage n, only markers A, and A; for ¿ z% 2n + 1 can be in use.

If at the end of Stage n, neither A¿ nor A,' for ¿ z% 2n + 1 is in use, then the

function 0i(i) has been spoiled.
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Each stage of the construction will have two steps, Step 1 and Step 2.

The first of these will be used to assure that exactly one of gi2n) and

gi2n + 1) (= tigi2n))) has a marker beside it. The second step will be used

to assure that LQ is not a 1-1 semi-cylinder. The action taken at the second

step will depend on the marker which is associated with either gi2n) or

gi2n + 1) at the end of the first step.

Construction and proof. L¿(a) will be the set of integers placed in L¿ by

the beginning of Stage a (i = 0,1). We now give the construction:

Stage n (n è 0).

Step 1. Computern) and gi2n + 1)  i=tigi2n))).

If neither gi2n) nor gi2n + 1) has a marker beside it, place the marker

A2„ beside gi2n). Then find an r such that <br= ^n+i) and (i) neither r

nor tir) has a marker beside it, and  (ii)

r £ L0(n) U LAn) U [gi2n),gi2n + 1)}.

Place A2„+i beside r and go on to Step 2.

If either g(2n) or gi2n + 1) has a marker beside it, find r0 and rx such

that (pro = <bg(2n) and <bn = 0¿(2n+i) (r0 ^ rx) and (i) í(r0) ¿¿ rx and neither r0, rx,

i(r0), nor tirx) has a marker beside it, and (ii) neither rQ nor rx belongs to

LoULiU \gi2n),gi2n+ 1) \. Place the marker A^ beside r0 and A2„+1 be-

side rx and go on to Step 2.

Step 2. After completing Step 1, we find that exactly one of g(2n) and

g(2n + 1) has a marker beside it. We shall assume the marker is beside

gi2n). The case where it is beside gi2n + 1) is treated similarly.

Case A. The marker beside gi2n) is A,-. (So <j>g&n) = 0Ä<,y) In this case we

first compute <t>g(2n)igi2n)).

Subcase I. The marker A¡ has at some stage in the construction been

beside a number m ^ gi2n), and </>m(m) was computed and <t>mim) = c/>g(2n)igi2n)).

In this case </>g^ is not a 1-1 function which, according to (ii) of our

preliminary discussion, spoils 0Ä(l> Consequently we erase the marker A,

and place g(2n) in Lo and g(2re + 1) in Lx and go on to Stage n + 1.

Subcase II. <t>gl2n)igi2n)) = gi2n) or gi2n + 1).

In the first of these cases, applying (i) of our preliminary discussion, 0í(¿)

is automatically spoiled, so place gi2n) in L0 and gi2n + 1) in Lx. In the

second case, applying (iv) of our preliminary discussion, <bg{i) can be spoiled

by placing g(2n) in L0 and g(2n + 1) in Lx. In either case, erase A„ and go

on to Stage n + 1.

Subcase III. <bg(2n)igi2n)) ELAn) iq = 0 or 1).

In this case, applying (iii) and (iv) of our preliminary discussion, spoil

<t>g(D by placing gi2n) in Lx^q. Since cbg{i) is spoiled, erase A,. To preserve

the isomorphism t between L0 and Lx, place g(2re + 1) in Lq, and go on to

Stage n + 1.
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Subcase IV. None of the preceding subcases applies, and neither <f>g(2n)igi2n))

nor í(0í(2n)fe(2n))) has a marker beside it.

In this case, erase A¡ and place A,' beside 4>g{2n)igi2n)). Then put gi2n)

in L0 and g(2n + 1) in Lx, and go on to Stage n + 1.

Subcase V. None of the preceding subcases applies, but either (t>g(2n)igi2n))

or ti<t>g(2n)igi2n)) has beside it a marker A* or h.'x with x> ¿.

In this case find r such that <f>r = <bg(X), and (i) neither r nor i(r) has a

marker beside it, and (ii) r(£ L0(n) ULi(n) U {gi2n),gi2n + 1) }. Erase

A* or AÍ and place A.x beside r. Then erase A¿ and place A¡ beside (bgi2n)igi2n)).

Finally, put gi2n) in L0 and gi2n + 1) in Lx, and go on to Stage n + 1.

Subcase VI. None of the preceding subcases applies. Thus either 0Ä(2n)(g(2ra))

or £(</>£(2n)(i?(2n))) has beside it a marker Ax or Ai with x ^ i. (When the

description of the construction is completed, it will be clear that x ¿¿ i;

hence x < *'.)

In this case, find r such that <pT = <f>g{¡) and (i) neither r nor i(r) has a

marker beside it, and (ii) r(£L0(re) U Lxin) (J jg(2n),g(2ra + 1) ¡.Remove

A¡ from gi2n) and place it next to r. Then put gi2n) in Lx and ^(2ra + 1)

in L0 and go on to Stage n + 1.

Case B. The marker beside g(2n) is A,'. In this case, by examining the

construction we see that there exists r such that <br = (bg{i), r E L0, and

<t>Ar) = gi2n). We spoil <bg(ii by placing gi2n) in Lx. Then we put gi2n + 1)

in L0, erase the marker A¿, and go on to Stage n + 1.

This completes the description of the construction.

Since x G X if and only if x = gi2n) or g(2n + 1) for some n, and since

gi2n) E Li ii = 0 or 1) if and only if tigi2n)) ( = gi2n + 1)) G LX-u we easily

see that L0C\LX = 0, L0\J Lx = X, and i(L0) = Lx (so L0 and Lx are recur-

sively isomorphic). Since L0 and Lx are clearly r.e., we can complete the

proof of the theorem by showing that L0 is not a 1-1 semi-cylinder.

In the following discussion, when we speak of replacing A¿ we mean that

A, is erased and A¿ is introduced beside some number. Similarly, when we

say that A- is replaced we mean that A< is erased and A, is introduced beside

some number. When in the following discussion we say that a marker is

erased we mean that it is erased and not replaced.

At Stage 0, the markers A0 and \x are introduced. At Step 2 of this

stage, the marker A0 is either erased or replaced by AÓ, but AÓ, although it

can be erased, can never be replaced or moved. This establishes the basis

for an inductive argument showing that no marker gets moved infinitely

often.

Suppose all markers A, and Aj with j < i have either been permanently

erased or have reached a final resting spot by Stage n0. Suppose also that

the marker A, or A¿ is moved infinitely often. Af can be moved only if it is

first replaced by A„ so we may suppose that at some Stage nx inx ^ n0) A¿
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is next to some number r. A¡ can then be moved or replaced only if <br(r) is

computed and fails to belong to L0(nx) U Lyiny) and either

(a) <f>rir) or f(0r(r)) has beside it a marker A, or A,' with j < i, in which case

A, is moved immediately, or

(b) <l>rir) and i(<£r(r)) have no marker or a marker A; or Aj with j> i

beside them, in which case A,' is placed beside </>r(r), replacing A,.

Since Case A, Subcase I of Step 2 of the construction is used to spoil

functions which are not 1-1, case (a) of the preceding paragraph can occur

at most finitely often after Stage nx. Consequently, at some Stage n2

(ra2 ̂  n0), case (b) of the preceding paragraph must occur if A¿ or A,' is

to be moved infinitely often. But no marker A, or Aj with j < i ever gets

moved after Stage n0, so A¿ can never be replaced by A¿. Thus A,', although

it may be erased, can never be replaced by A,. Thus A¿ will never appear

in another position, and A¡ will never appear again. This shows that all

markers get moved at most finitely often.

Furthermore, we see that the only way in which A, can come permanently

to rest beside some number r is for <j>rir) never to be computed. Since <br must

be <bgXi\, this cannot happen if </>ä(i) is a total function. Thus if <bg(i) is de-

fined everywhere, A, cannot come permanently to rest beside some number.

Now if L0 were a 1-1 semi-cylinder, there would be a 1-1 total recursive

function 4>e such that xEL0 implies <f>eix) EL0— {x} and xEL'Q implies

<beix) E L'o — {x j. If (¡>e is defined everywhere, every index for <be must be-

long to K i = {x| <bxix) is defined j ). Therefore for some number n, e — gi2n)

or gi2n + 1). Suppose e = gi2n). (The case where e = g(2n + 1) is treated

similarly.) Then at Stage n, the marker A^ is introduced. Either at some

succeeding stage the symbols A^ and Aá, are both erased (and the function

<be spoiled) or, since <be is total, the marker Aá, must come to rest permanently

beside a number m. But this implies that m fails to belong to K, and that

there exists a number r such that <pr(r) = m, and rEL0, and <f>r = <f>e. In

view of (iv) of our preliminary discussion, <j>e cannot have the properties

described at the beginning of this paragraph. Thus L0 is not a 1-1 semi-

cylinder.

Corollary 1. The sets L0 and Lx described in the statement of the theorem

are bounded-truth-table-complete noncreative sets.

Proof. Since a creative set is necessarily a 1-1 semi-cylinder, it suffices

to show that the set K of the theorem is bounded-truth-table reducible to

L0. Let / be a recursive function such that x E Lx if and only if f(x) E L0.

Then x E K if and only if xEL0 or f(x) E L0, which is an example of

bounded-truth-table reducibility.

Corollary 2 (Fischer). Bounded-truth-table reducibility differs from

many-one reducibility on the r.e. sets.
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Proof. This is now immediate since all many-one-complete sets are creative.

A noncreative r.e. set A has been called pseudo-creative if for every r.e.

set BEA' there is an infinite r.e. set CCA' such that B f) C = 0. A

standard method for showing that the class of pseudo-creative sets is non-

empty is to consider the cylinder of any nonrecursive, noncreative, r.e.

set. (See [3].) In another paper [7], we show that there is a pseudo-creative

set which is not a cylinder but which is bounded-truth-table reducible to a

simple set. Corollary 1 can be used to obtain additional information about

pseudo-creative sets which are not cylinders.

Corollary 3. There is a pseudo-creative set which is not a cylinder and

which is bounded-truth-table reducible, among all the r.e. sets, only to pseudo-

creative sets and to creative sets.

Proof. From the following lemma and from the transitivity of bounded-

truth-table reducibility, it follows that any bounded-truth-table-complete

noncreative set satisfies the conditions of the corollary.

Lemma (Post-Shoenfield). Every bounded-truth-table-complete set is either

creative or pseudo-creative.

Proof. In [4] it is proved that no bounded-truth-table-complete set is

either recursive or simple. In [6] it is proved that if A is r.e. but not re-

cursive and if there is an infinite r.e. subset BEA' such that AU-B is

simple (i.e., if A is pseudo-simple), then A is not bounded-truth-table-

complete. It is easily shown that any r.e. set which is neither recursive,

simple, nor pseudo-simple is either creative or pseudo-creative. (See [3].)

Remark. The proofs in [4] and [6] on which this lemma depends are

rather involved. It has been pointed out to the author by T. G. McLaughlin

that an easier proof of Corollary 3 is obtained by observing that the class

of recursive, simple, and pseudo-simple sets forms a lattice under inter-

section and union. Hence the sets L0 and Li must be either pseudo-creative

or creative.

II. An infinite splinter which is not a cylinder

Introduction. Ullian has defined a splinter to be a set of the form

{ f'in)\iEN\ where n is some fixed integer and / is a total recursive

function. A 1-1 splinter is a splinter of a 1-1 recursive function. It can be

shown that an infinite and coinfinite r.e. set is a cylinder if and only if it

is an infinite and coinfinite 1-1 splinter. Myhill has raised the question of

whether every infinite and coinfinite splinter is a cylinder [3].

In this part of the paper we construct an infinite and coinfinite splinter

which is not a cylinder.
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Theorem. TAere exists an infinite and coinfinite splinter which is not a

semi-cylinder.

Proof. Let X = {x|0z(x) converges}. Let g be any 1-1 recursive function

whose range is X.

We will proceed in stages, constructing a total recursive function A such

that S= jA'(l)|iG/V[ will be the desired splinter. {A'(0)|í'G/V¡ will be
a subset of S'.

As we proceed with our construction, we will use an infinite collection

of sets, {Skn>\ (A, nEN). For all k, Sf = 0; if Skn> ^ 0, Si"1 will be linearly

ordered under the relation a ■< b if and only if there is some i > 0 such that

A'(a) = b. If S{n) 9¿ 0, we define r$ to be the first member of Skn) under

the order -< , and we define rknx to be the last member of Sin) under the

order -<.

We define o„ to be that unique y for which there exists j ^0 such that

A;(0) = y and such that A(y) is not defined by the end of Stage n. We de-

fine in to be that unique z for which there exists j ¡^0 such that A;(l) = z

and such that A (2) is not defined by the end of Stage n.

Construction.

Stage 0. Define i0 = 1 and o0 = 0.

Stage n (n > 0). Let Fn= \y\ S*,""1' 9e 0 and during Stage n — 1 it was not

specified that S{"} = 0}. This is a finite set, so we may suppose it has p

members, yx, y2, • • •, yp. Let l0, lx, • • •, lp, lP+i be the smallest p + 2 integers

which have not appeared in our construction of A. Define A(r^~lf) = lk

(l^Agp), A(o„_1) = /0, and Hin_x) = lp+x. For l^A^p, define SjJ

= S£_1) U {lk}- If y £ Fn, we do not yet define Sf, but instead wait until

the end of Stage n, at which time we define Sl"} = 0 unless Syn) is defined to

be a unit set during Stage n, as described below.

Notation. When in the following we say "(re)introduce the marker A,,"

we mean: find a 2 such that 2 has not yet been used as an index, i, for some

S¡w) with S¡w) 5¿ 0; then find a q' such that q' has not appeared in our con-

struction of A and such that <b^ = <p^q); define Sin) = jg'} and place the

marker A, beside q'.

Now compute gin — 1) and introduce the marker A„_1; introducing gin — 1)

and placing A„_i beside gin — 1) if gin — 1) has not yet appeared in our

construction of A. Then if gin — 1) fails to have beside it a marker, Am, go

on to Stage n + 1. Otherwise, as can be seen as the construction is fully

described, gin — 1) = rj$ for some A. For the duration of Stage n, we

abbreviate rfâ to r. Since gin — 1) = rEK, <f>Ar) converges; we compute

4>Ar). (As the construction is fully described, it will be seen that <j>r = <bg{-m).

The remainder of Stage n is an attempt to prevent <bg{m) from being a func-

tion which would make S a semi-cylinder.)
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♦

Figure 1.

The graph of h during the examination of cases in Stage n.
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Case A. 0r(r) = r. In this case, 0g(m) cannot be the function required by

the definition if S is to be a semi-cylinder. Erase the marker Am, set hil0) = r,

and define Sln+1) = 0. Then go on to Stage n + 1.

Case B. <br(r) E S)n) for j ^ k. Let the marker beside r(n) be A,.

Subcase I. x < m. In this case define hilp+x) = r. Erase Am, making its

removal contingent upon Sj remaining  in  S'.  Now  for  those  markers,

q¡¡, whose removal was contingent upon Sk remaining in S', we

, A,. We then define S|"+1) = 0
90' ' ' '*     '

successively reintroduce the markers A,0,

and go on to Stage n + 1.

Subcase II. m á x. (As the construction is fully described, it can be seen

that in fact m must be less than x.) In this case define hilp+x) = r and A(/0)

= rfl. Erase marker Ax from its position beside rj^, and then reintro-

duce the marker A*. For those markers, A„0, • • •, AQd, whose removal was

contingent upon Sk remaining in S', successively reintroduce the markers

, and go on to Stage, A„d. Erase marker Am, define S^ = 0 = Sj
(B+l)

il90'

B-fl.

Case C. (brir) E Sin) but </>r(r) ̂ r. In this case, define hilp+x) = A(r). (This

puts r in S' and <brir) in S.) Erase the marker Am and set iSl"+1) = 0. Now

for those markers, A,0, • • •, AÇ(P whose removal was contingent upon St re-

maining in S', successively reintroduce the markers A,0, • • •, Aî(j. Then go

on to Stage n + 1. (As the construction is fully described, one can see that

for any such q¡, q¡> m.)

Case D. <brir) = h\0) for some i ^ 0 or cbrir) E A-1A''(1) but <*>r(r) ?* A' :(1)

for some ¿ > 0. (In this case (¡>r(r) ES'.) Define A(/p+i) = r, erase marker

Am, and define Skn+1) = 0. For those markers, A,0, • • •, A,d, whose removal

was contingent upon Sk remaining in S', successively reintroduce the markers

A,0, • ■ -, A,d. Then go on to Stage n + 1.

Case E. <br(r) = A'(l) for some i ^ 0. In this case define A(/0) = r, erase

the marker Am, set Skn+1) = 0, and go on to Stage re+ 1.
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Case F. <f>Ar) has not yet appeared in our construction of A. In this case,

define Hlp+X) = <t>Ar) and A(/0) = r. Then erase Am, set Skn+1) = 0, and go on

to Stage n + 1.

This completes the description of the construction of A.

It is clear that A is a total recursive function and that S = {A'(l):iEN\

is an infinite splinter. In order to show that S is not a semi-cylinder, we

first show, by induction, that every marker comes permanently to rest be-

side some number or is permanently erased.

The marker A0 is introduced at Stage 1, and can never be moved or re-

introduced (though it can be erased).

Now suppose all of the markers A0, • • -, A„_! have been either permanently

erased or have come permanently to rest by Stage m0. If the marker A„ were

not to satisfy these conditions, it would at some Stage mx, with mx > m0,

be beside a number, r, from which it would be moved or removed at Stage

mx. Basically there are only two ways this could occur: either gimx — 1) = r

or gimx — 1) = I where / has beside it a marker A, with q < n. The latter

case cannot occur, for an examination of cases shows that A, would then be

either moved or removed, contradicting our induction hypothesis. In the

former case, A„ must be erased and its erasure is permanent unless Subcase

I of Case B has obtained. But in this latter event, the removal of A„ is

contingent upon Sj remaining in S", where the first element of S)™1' has

beside it a marker A, with q <n. Thus reintroducing the marker A„ requires

moving or removing the marker A?, contrary to our induction hypothesis.

Now suppose S were a semi-cylinder with a total recursive function

(pe such that x G S implies <beix) ES — j x j and x G S' implies <beix) E S'

— jx). Since <t>e is total, <¡>eie) is defined, so e = gin) for some n. At Stage

n + 1 the marker A„ is introduced. If A„ were ever permanently erased, by

examining the various cases, we see that <j>e could not be as described.

Therefore we may assume that A„ comes permanently to rest beside some

number s. But by our construction, this implies that (be = cbs and hence,

since <pe is total, s G X. Since s cannot have appeared in our construction

before A„ is placed beside it, s = gin0) for some n0 > n, and so at Stage

n0+l we compute 0s(s). Examining our construction, we see that A„ is

then either moved or erased. This contradiction shows that <be cannot be

the desired function, and hence S is not a semi-cylinder. Since both S and

S' have two elements by the end of Stage 1, neither is a unit set, and so

both must be infinite.

Corollary. TAere is an infinite and coinfinite splinter which is not a

cylinder.

Proof. Every cylinder is a semi-cylinder.
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Remarks. 1. The set S is "almost" a 1-1 splinter in the following sense:

If xES', A_1(x) has at most one element. If x£S, A"'(x) has at most two

elements and A~2(x) has at most one element.

2. In Part I and in [7], we have constructed pseudo-creative sets which

are not cylinders. Since Ullian has shown that all splinters are recursive,

creative, or pseudo-creative (see [3], and see Part I for a definition of

pseudo-creative), the set S of the Theorem must also be a pseudo-creative

noncylinder. The question of whether all pseudo-creative sets are splinters

remains open.
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